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Notes on experiences of a  pink carpet  by Sarah Roberts 

2018 for the advent of CLOD DI at Arcade Cardiff. 



Her uncle once carpeted a bathroom in Bryncrug in the pink.

She had lain down like Rockefeller and sausages, lolling on 
her back - a  fibrous fido on flamingo.

The deep pile was from ‘Carpet Warehouse’ up North.  
Paid for in cash earned with solid hands, and made up 
impurely of spun yarns and microbial tar.











Pulling up the rug and cutting her teeth with some 
tiling some years later she imagined holes.

And subsequent fistfuls of ground becoming 

 *toothbrushes 

 +

 *vacuum cleaners
 +

 *fine defined porcelain. 

- and the gaps where they packed in the dead. 

Vac-formed inserts under the terazzo and shagged piles, soft 
underfoot and brushed over limbs and things.

The PRE-Moulded pits.





Back with her mountains and things, 
she follows a TV report on sink-holes.

Her insides groan and twist like overcooked pork – ropey.

Later buried and alive in IKEA duvets – she dreams of 
Nain and potted salmon sandwiches past their best with 
claggy bread.

Sticky-mouthed she turns and swallows, 
slipping into somewhere more comfortable before her 
teeth fall out in a drizzle of animal paste, bad welsh and 
dribble on the mat. 

She wipes it with a sleeve of a collins dictionary, 
knowing there is no such thing as away.







Working more like  a glitching google translate than a 
maternal tongue teller - she sways between swathes of 
words.

A tale of two tongues tied and collided getting lost in 
reams, dreams and ice cream scenes.

The text stacks up with the precarity and sick appeal of 
bone deep- born bilingual Tetris. 

Words slip over her lips, less than slick these days but 
somehow more connected to her teeth as she smiles at old 
memories.  
Cofion cynnes.   The ice cream is melting down her arms 
and catching on hairs. 
New growth. 





CLODDIO         DUG

CLODDI         OILY

CLADDU         BURIED 
GEIRIAU.         WORDS.
PETHAU         MATTER

YN SLITHRO        SLIPPING INTO
I DYLLAU          WET

PINC           PINK
SINC          SINK
           HOLES
PAST          
DANEDD         PAST 

GWLYB          PASTE

GORFFENOL         & TEETH





 WORDS ARE WASHED OUT~  SLIPPERY & WET                      GEIRIAU WEDI GOLCHI ALLAN ~YN LLITHRIG -WLYB 
 



She thinks again about the carpet, where it 
is now -still under her hard feet. 
Buried bad bones hanging on to their 
threads.

Clenching at the earth of Colwyn Bay on the beach at her 
heels she feels the rock and pink fibre colliding.  

Neck hairs bristle with hiraeth and hot milk as she sips slowly 
burning to articulate something visceral about her sense of 
loss of language. 

It’s tricky. 
Stuck lingering there behind her nostrils with baited breath 
and a stench of the nineties -nuancing on her top lip. 

Frothy coffee from the popty-ping has been superseded with 
oatmilk flat whites in cafes with concrete guts and stripped 
back floors. 
Nescafe and sticky linoleum are rolled up in the carpet with 
house music and dead pets -buried-freeze dried. 

Her tongue is dry and highly caffeinated. 

She is thinking now about apples.

Biting down, lost but for words- 
she clambers towards landfill.  
Sightseeing. 
Grasping the voluminous fickle 
plastic past between her teeth.





 in an attempt      to clear up
   she dusts     the deck.









Thinking more about teeth - she grinds her small 
stones. 
Forming a slick dense paste pestled into more morsels 
harder to describe with and without mortal words.

Pouring out new ideas, 
She pictures the piecemeal 
imagery of Catchphrase
 and contemplates the art 
of dentistry, having two 
tongues and all the 
other things weighed on 
her mind.







The 2 tongues eat and       sleep in unison. 

But one speaks faster       and reads furiously. 

She thinks about her mouth and it’s muscles, finds strength
in her numbers and begins counting backwards in Welsh. 







She plumps her cushions, digs 
with her heel and reassures 
herself it’s all going some-
where...
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There is      no such   

thing as      AWAY






